
GROUPS PROGRAM 2022

Costa da Morte
Camiño dos Faros



A Costa da Morte
P u r a  V i d a



Hotel VIDA Finisterre Centro **

• Hotel located in the center of Fisterra, 100 meters from the fishing port.
• Completely renovated in 2021.
• Rooms with complete bathroom with shower, hairdryer, gel / shampoo dispensers, 43 ‘TV, heating, 

kettle / kettle, safe, fridge and free WIFI.

Rúa Federico Ávila, 14 Fisterra (A Coruña) 
Info & Reservations: 0034 881098207 / reservas@vidahoteles.com

To facilitate the organization of your groups, from the Hotel VIDA Finisterre Centro we provide you with 
a complete program to get to know the Costa da Morte, having Fisterra as our base of operations.

GROUPS COSTA DA MORTE (6 days / 5 nights) 



Day 1: Arrival in Fisterra. Check-in at the Hotel VIDA Finisterre Centro
- Taking advantage of the fact that we are just 100 meters from the fishing port, free time for people to stretch their legs 
through the town of Fisterra and have a drink on one of the terraces looking at the sea.
- Dinner and accommodation.

Day 2: Breakfast and departure to visit different areas of Costa da Morte
- We start the day visiting Malpica de Bergantiños (70 km from Fisterra – 60 minutes by coach), one of the most 
typical fishing villages in Galicia, where we walk through the fishing port and the promenade of its Playa Mayor, getting 
lost in its narrow alleys of great charm.
- We continue our way approaching the Roncudo Lighthouse in Corme (21 km / 30 min from Malpica), one of the 
main lighthouses on the Costa da Morte, and an area where the best barnacles in the world are collected. The name 
“Roncudo” comes from the sound, similar to a snore, that the sea gives off when it comes into contact with the rocks 
and their winds.
- After visiting the Roncudo Lighthouse, we had lunch in Laxe at the Hotel VIDA Mar de Laxe (menus from 12 euros) 
and enjoy some time off.
- In the afternoon, we can visit the Castro de Borneiro (10 km / 15 min from Laxe), inhabited since 500 years before 
Christ, which was never Romanized and which clearly shows how our ancestors lived at that time.
- Later, we can take a guided tour of the Dolmen de Dombate (2.5 km / 5 min from Borneiro), a mortuary monument 
from the Neolithic era (2700 years BC) and considered the cathedral of megalithism in Galicia.
- Return to the Hotel VIDA Finisterre Centro. Dinner and accommodation.

Day 3: Breakfast and departure to visit different areas of the Costa da Morte
- We start the day in Muxía (29 km from Finisterre – 35 minutes by coach), it is kilometer 0 of the Prestige disaster. 
There is the famous Sanctuary of Barca, in the middle of the rocks and on top of a rough sea, where the legends say 
that the Virgin Mary appeared on a boat, hence her name.
- Later, we will visit the fishing village of Camariñas (26 km / 30 min from Muxía), the heart of the Costa da Morte, 
famous for its bobbin lace, and the impressive Cabo Vilán Lighthouse, the first electric lighthouse in Spain, which 
helps to the enormous maritime traffic that passes through this area.
- Lunch can be done in Vimianzo (18 Km / 20 min) at A Lagoa Restaurant (T 981716113)
- In the afternoon, you can take free guided visits to the Castle of Vimianzo, witness to the feudal past of the valley and 
to the ethnographic complex of the Batanes de Mosquetín (contact: Adriana 657330911)
- Return to the Hotel VIDA Finisterre Centro. Dinner and accommodation.

Day 4: Breakfast and departure to visit different areas of the Costa da Morte
- From Fisterra we go to Carnota (39 km / 40 min), where we can visit the largest granary in Galicia.
Later, we can visit the Ezaro Waterfall (the only river in Europe that flows into a waterfall), take a guided visit to the 
Electricity Interpretation Center (contact: Ada 662346927) and the Ezaro Viewpoint, where we will be amazed by the 
beautiful views of the Ría de Corcubión.
- On the way back to Finisterre, stopping at the village of Corcubión, declared a Historic-Artistic Site since 1985, to 
take a walk and get lost in its streets.
- Lunch at the Hotel VIDA Finisterre Centro.
- Early afternoon free to rest in the fishing village of Fisterra (promenade, fishing post, attend the auction at the fish 
market, take a walk through the old town, …). Optionally, a visit to the Fishing Museum could be organized (1 euro / 
pax T 673423174), where Manolo López explains in great detail the history of the different fishing arts.
- In the middle of the afternoon, we will visit Cape Fisterra (3 km from the hotel), where people will be amazed at the 
immensity of the Atlantic Ocean from the “Land’s End”, as the ancient Romans considered it.
- Return to the Hotel VIDA Finisterre Centro. Dinner and accommodation.

Day 5: Breakfast and departure to visit Santiago de Compostela
- From Fisterra we go to Santiago de Compostela (82 km / 75 min).
- We can visit the Cathedral of Santiago, the old town, the monumental area, attend the pilgrim’s mass (if there was 
one that day), take a guided tour (if interested), …
- That day you would have to have a meal in Santiago de Compostela (we could help you with the restaurants that 
work groups in Santiago de Compostela).
- After lunch, free time to walk around Santiago, buy souvenirs, …
- In the middle of the afternoon, we return to the Hotel VIDA Finisterre Centro. Dinner and accommodation.

Day 6: Breakfast and departure to the point of origin



Hotel VIDA Finisterre Centro **

• Hotel located in the center of Fisterra, 100 meters from the fishing port.
• Completely renovated in 2021.
• Rooms with complete bathroom with shower, hairdryer, gel / shampoo dispensers, 43 ‘TV, heating, 

kettle / kettle, safe, fridge and free WIFI.

Rúa Federico Ávila, 14 Fisterra (A Coruña) 
Info & Reservations: 0034 881098207 / reservas@vidahoteles.com

To facilitate the organization of your groups, from the Hotel VIDA Finisterre Centro we provide you with 
a complete program to get to know the Costa da Morte, having Fisterra as our base of operations.

GROUPS COSTA DA MORTE (3 days / 2 nights) 



Day 1: Arrival in Fisterra. Departure to visit different areas of the Costa da Morte
Arrival in Fisterra. Check in at the Hotel VIDA Finisterre Centro, and departure to visit different areas of the Costa da 
Morte.
- Later, we can visit the Ezaro Waterfall (the only river in Europe that flows into a waterfall), take a guided visit to the 
Electricity Interpretation Center (contact: Ada 662346927) and the Ezaro Viewpoint, where we will be amazed by the 
beautiful views of the Ría de Corcubión.
- On the way back to Finisterre, stopping at the town of Corcubión, declared a Historic-Artistic Site since 1985, to take 
a walk and get lost in its streets.
- In the middle of the afternoon, we will visit Cape Fisterra (3 km from the hotel), where people will be amazed at the 
immensity of the Atlantic Ocean from “the Land’s End”, as the ancient Romans considered it.
- Return to the Hotel VIDA Finisterre Centro. Dinner and accommodation.

Day 2: Breakfast and departure to visit different areas of Costa da Morte
- We start the day visiting Malpica de Bergantiños (70 km from Fisterra – 60 minutes by coach), one of the most 
typical fishing villages in Galicia, where we walk through the fishing port and the promenade of its Playa Mayor, getting 
lost in its narrow alleys of great charm.
- We continue our way visiting the fishing village of Camariñas (50 km / 50 min from Malpica), the heart of the Costa 
da Morte, famous for its bobbin lace, and the impressive Cabo Vilán Lighthouse, the first electric lighthouse in Spain, 
which helps to the enormous maritime traffic that passes through this area.
- Lunch can be done in Vimianzo (18 Km / 20 min) at A Lagoa Restaurant (T 981716113)
- After lunch, you can take free guided visits to the Castle of Vimianzo, witness to the feudal past of the valley and to 
the ethnographic complex of the Batanes de Mosquetín (contact: Adriana 657330911).
- In the middle of the afternoon we arrive at Muxía (24 km / 25 min from Vimianzo), which is kilometer 0 of the 
Prestige disaster. There is the famous Sanctuary of Barca, in the middle of the rocks and on top of a rough sea, where 
the legends say that the Virgin Mary appeared on a boat, hence her name.
- Return to the Hotel VIDA Finisterre Centro. Dinner and accommodation.

Day 3: Breakfast and departure for a half-day visit to A Coruña or Santiago
- Breakfast and departure for a half-day visit to the city of A Coruña or Santiago de Compostela (we could 
help you with the restaurants that work with groups in both cities), before leaving for the point of origin.



Hotel VIDA Mar de Laxe ***

• Hotel located in the center of Laxe, in front of its spectacular beach.
• Inaugurated in 2018.
• Rooms with complete bathroom, LCD TV, air conditioning, heating, safe, telephone and free WIFI.

Rúa Rosalía de Castro, 64. Laxe (A Coruña)
Info & Reservations: 0034 881098207 / reservas@vidahoteles.com

To facilitate the organization of your groups, from the Hotel VIDA Mar de Laxe we provide you with 
a complete program to get to know the Costa da Morte, with Laxe as the base of operations. The 
program is always in Half Board (breakfast and dinner with drinks included).

GROUPS COSTA DA MORTE (6 days / 5 nights) 



Day 1: Arrival in Laxe. Check-in at the Hotel VIDA Mar de Laxe
- Taking advantage of the fact that we are just 40 meters from the promenade and the beach, free time for people to 
stretch their legs around the village of Laxe and have a drink on one of the terraces looking at the sea.
- Dinner and accommodation.

Day 2: Breakfast and departure to visit A   Coruña and different areas of Costa da Morte
- After breakfast we head to the city of A Coruña, visiting the most popular places and having lunch (2:00 pm) in a 
restaurant in the city (it is up to you).
- In the afternoon, after lunch (4:00 p.m.), departure to Buño (44 km / 40 minutes by coach from A Coruña), where 
we will do a guided visit to the Forno de Forte Ecomuseum (Free guided tours T 981 711 520), to learn about the 
traditional life of the potters (oleiros) of Buño, and where you can buy unique examples of this type of pottery.
- From Buño we go to Malpica (8 km / 10 minutes by coach), one of the most typical fishing villages in Galicia, where 
we walk through the fishing port and the promenade of its Mayor Beach, getting lost in its narrow streets of great 
charm.
- Return to Hotel VIDA Mar de Laxe and a little rest time. Dinner and accommodation.

Day 3: Breakfast and departure to visit different areas of Costa da Morte
- Our first visit is the fishing village of Camariñas (26 km / 28 min from Laxe), the heart of the Costa da Morte, famous 
for its bobbin lace, and the impressive Cabo Vilán Lighthouse, the first electric lighthouse in Spain, which serves as It 
helps the huge maritime traffic that passes through this area.
- From there we go to Muxía (26 km / 30 min from Camariñas), which is kilometer 0 of the Prestige disaster. There is 
the famous Sanctuary of Barca, in the middle of the rocks and on top of a rough sea, where the legends say that the 
Virgin Mary appeared on a boat, hence her name.
- Lunch can be done at the Restaurant Insua de Cee (T 981747575 is in your hands).
- After lunch we will visit Cape Fisterra (14 km / 15 min from Cee), where people will be amazed at the immensity of 
the Atlantic Ocean from “The Land’s End”, as the ancient Romans considered it.
- After visiting Cabo de Fisterra, we will stop in the town of Fisterra, where we will visit the Museo da Pesca (€ 1 / pax 
T 673423174), where Manolo López explains in great detail the history of the different fishing arts.
- On the way back to Laxe, stop at the town of Corcubión (12 km / 15 min), declared a Historic-Artistic Site since 
1985, to take a walk and lose yourself in its streets.
- Return to Hotel VIDA Mar de Laxe and a little rest time. Dinner and accommodation.

Day 4: Breakfast and departure to visit different areas of Costa da Morte
- Our first visit is Castro de Borneiro (10 km / 15 min from Laxe / last 300 meters walking on a dirt road), inhabited 
since 500 years before Christ, which was never Romanized and which clearly shows how our ancestors lived in that 
time.
- Later, we will make a guided visit to the Dolmen of Dombate (2.5 km / 5 min from Castro de Borneiro), a mortuary 
monument from the Neolithic era (2700 years BC) and considered the cathedral of megalithism in Galicia.
- From there we go to Vimianzo (12 km / 12 min) to take a free guided visit to the Castle of Vimianzo, witness to the 
feudal past of the valley and to the ethnographic complex of the Batanes de Mosquetín (Adriana 657330911).
- Lunch can be made at A Lagoa Restaurant, in Vimianzo. (T 981716113)
- In the afternoon, we can visit the Ézaro Waterfall (the only river in Europe that flows into a waterfall), take a guided 
visit to the Electricity Interpretation Center (contact: Ada 662346927) and the Ézaro Viewpoint, where we will be 
amazed by the beautiful views of the Ría de Corcubión.
- We will finish this walk through Carnota (12 km / 15 min), where we can visit the largest granary in Galicia.
- Return to Hotel VIDA Mar de Laxe and a little rest time. Dinner and accommodation.

Day 5: Breakfast and departure to visit Santiago de Compostela
- We can visit the Cathedral of Santiago, the old town, the monumental area, attend the pilgrim’s mass (if there was 
one that day), take a guided tour (if interested), …
- That day you would have to have a meal in Santiago de Compostela (we could help you with the restaurants that 
work groups in Santiago de Compostela).
- After lunch, free time to walk around Santiago, buy souvenirs, …
- In the middle of the afternoon, we return to the Hotel VIDA Mar de Laxe. Dinner and accommodation.

Day 6: Breakfast and departure to the point of origin 



Hotel VIDA Mar de Laxe ***

• Hotel located in the center of Laxe, in front of its spectacular beach.
• Inaugurated in 2018.
• Rooms with complete bathroom, LCD TV, air conditioning, heating, safe, telephone and free WIFI.

Rúa Rosalía de Castro, 64. Laxe (A Coruña)
Info & Reservations: 0034 881098207 / reservas@vidahoteles.com

To facilitate the organization of your groups, from the Hotel VIDA Mar de Laxe we provide you with 
a complete program to get to know the Costa da Morte, with Laxe as the base of operations. The 
program is always in Half Board (breakfast and dinner with drinks included).

GROUPS COSTA DA MORTE (3 days / 2 nights) 



Day 1: Arrival in Laxe. Check-in at the hotel and departure to visit A Costa da Morte
Arrival in Laxe. Check in at the Hotel VIDA Mar de Laxe, and departure to visit different areas of the Costa da Morte.
- We start our tour in Malpica de Bergantiños (25 km / 30 minutes by coach from Laxe), one of the most typical 
fishing villages in Galicia, where we walk through the fishing port and the promenade of its Playa Mayor, getting lost in 
its narrow alleys of great charm.
- The next stop will be Buño (9 km from Malpica / 10 minutes by coach), where we will do a guided visit to the Forno 
de Forte Ecomuseum (Free guided tours T 981711520), to learn about the traditional life of the potters (oleiros) of 
Buño, and where you can buy unique examples of this type of pottery.
- To top it off, we will do a guided tour of the Dolmen de Dombate (2.5 km / 5 min from Castro de Borneiro), a 
mortuary monument from the Neolithic era (2700 years BC) and considered the cathedral of megalithism in Galicia.
- Return to the Hotel VIDA Mar de Laxe. Dinner and accommodation.

Day 2: Breakfast and departure to visit different areas of the Costa da Morte
- Our first visit is the fishing village of Camariñas (26 km / 28 min from Laxe), the heart of the Costa da Morte, famous 
for its bobbin lace, and the impressive Cabo Vilán Lighthouse, the first electric lighthouse in Spain, which serves as It 
helps the huge maritime traffic that passes through this area.
- From there we go to Muxía (26 km / 30 min from Camariñas), which is kilometer 0 of the Prestige disaster. There is 
the famous Sanctuary of Barca, in the middle of the rocks and on top of a rough sea, where the legends say that the 
Virgin Mary appeared on a boat, hence her name.
- Lunch can be done at the Restaurant Insua de Cee (T 981747575 is in your hands).
- After lunch we will visit Cape Fisterra (14 km / 15 min from Cee), where people will be amazed at the immensity of 
the Atlantic Ocean from the “End of the Earth”, as the ancient Romans considered it.
- Later, stop at the town of Corcubión (12 km / 15 min), declared a Historic-Artistic Site since 1985, to take a walk and 
get lost in its streets.
- From there we will go to Carnota (26 km / 25 min from Corcubión), where we can visit the largest granary in Galicia.
- Finally, we can visit the Ézaro Waterfall (the only river in Europe that flows into a waterfall), and the Ezaro 
Viewpoint, where we will be amazed by the beautiful views of the Ría de Corcubión.
- Return to the Hotel VIDA Mar de Laxe. Dinner and accommodation.

Day 3: Breakfast and departure for a half-day visit to A Coruña or Santiago
- Breakfast and departure for a half-day visit to the city of A Coruña or Santiago de Compostela (we could help you 
with the restaurants that work with groups in both cities), before leaving for the point of origin.



Hotel VIDA Mar de Laxe *** + Hotel VIDA Finisterre Centro **

GROUPS CAMIÑO DOS FAROS FULL

In order to facilitate the organization of your hiking groups, here you have a complete program to walk 
the 8 stages of this wonderful route, with Laxe and Fisterra as the base of operations. The program is 
always in Half Board (breakfast and dinner with drinks included).

(stages 5 to 8)

 > Hotels located in the heart of Laxe and Fisterra, perfectly located to walk the 8 stages of the Camiño 
dos Faros.

 > Recently opened.
 > Rooms with full bathroom, LCD TV, air conditioning, heating, safe, telephone and free WIFI.

Info & Reservations: 0034 881098207 / reservas@vidahoteles.com

(stages 1 to 4)



Day 1: Arrival in Laxe. Check-in at the Hotel VIDA Mar de Laxe
- Taking advantage of the fact that we are just 40 meters from the promenade and the beach, free time for people to stretch their 
legs around the town of Laxe and have a drink on one of the terraces looking at the sea.
- Dinner and accommodation.
Day 2: Stage 1: Malpica – Niñóns (21.3 Km)
- After breakfast we go to Malpica (25 km) to carry out the first stage of this adventure.
- O Camiño dos Faros starts in the smallest lighthouse but not less important. The first stage in our route starts in the small light 
at the entrance of the port in Malpica to reach the beach Niñóns after walking 22 kilometers long, with loads of slopes. Along the 
route, there are 6 calm beaches with their bays, the SisargasIslands with their lighthouse, huge cliffs and Punta Nariga.
- Return from Niñóns to the Hotel VIDA Mar de Laxe (17 km) and a little rest time. Dinner and accommodation.
Day 3: Stage 2: Niñóns – Ponteceso (27.1 Km)
- After breakfast we go to Niñóns (17 km) to carry out the second stage of this adventure.
- The second section takes us through an infinite variety of landscapes from Niñóns to Ponteceso. The first inlets and lonely coves 
lead us to the cliffs of Cabo Roncudo and, from there, to the interior of the Ría de Corme-Laxe, where everything changes again. 
- The Monte da Facha and the entire mouth of the Anllóns River with the dunes of A Barra complete a journey that will leave you 
with your mouth open.
- Return from Ponteceso to the Hotel VIDA Mar de Laxe (11 km) and a little rest time. Dinner and accommodation.
Day 4: Stage 3: Ponteceso – Laxe (25.3 Km)
- After breakfast we go to Ponteceso (11 km) to carry out the third stage of this adventure.
- The Estuary of Anllons River begins the third stage that will take us into the constructions of our ancestors in Borneiro and 
Dombate, before of Mount Castelo de Lourido, top of this Camiño dos Faros. From there, we will go down to the estuary again to 
visit the spectacular coast of Cabana, full of furnas and charming beaches. From Punta do Cabalo we will arrive at Laxe, where we 
will cross its beach to finish the stage.
- Arrival at the Hotel VIDA Mar de Laxe (in this case no bus is necessary) and a little rest time. Dinner and accommodation.
Day 5: Stage 4: Laxe – Arou (18.0 Km)
- After breakfast we begin in Laxe the fourth stage of this adventure that will take us to Arou.
- The fourth is the shortest and easiest section and is the most suitable for starting out in O Camiño dos Faros. After walking the 
Monte da Insua and the Laxe Lighthouse, we went up to the Peñón de Soesto to contemplate its wonderful beach. We continue our 
journey that brings us closer to Praia de Traba, with its lagoon full of natural life. The end of the stage runs through a spectacular 
stretch of rocks to Camelle, where we can visit the Museum of Man, before reaching Arou.
- Return from Arou to the Hotel VIDA Mar de Laxe (22 km) and a little rest time. Dinner and accommodation.
Day 6: Stage 5: Arou – Camariñas (23.8 Km) & Change of Hotel
- After breakfast we go to Arou (44 km) to carry out the fifth stage of this adventure and the first of our program.
- In this stage we will pass through the heart of O Camiño dos Faros and A Costa da Morte. A steep coast that we will cover all 
over, stopping at each point and contemplating the virginity of its landscapes. The small Porto de Santa Mariña gives us access to 
Praia de Trece and the Cemetery of the English. From there, through a very comfortable section, we reach the Vilán Lighthouse, a 
key point on this road. The end of the stage runs through the entire Arco do Vilán to Camariñas.
- Return from Camariñas to the Hotel VIDA Finisterre Centro (46 km) and a little rest. Dinner and accommodation.
Día 7: Stage 6: Camariñas – Muxía (32,6 Km)
- After breakfast we head to Camariñas (46 km) to complete the sixth stage of the Camiño dos Faros.
- The sixth section is the longest of this trail but it is also totally flat. We will cross the entire Ría de Camariñas, with softer 
landscapes and beautiful villages that will give us another point of view on the route. In the second part, quiet sandy areas of the 
mouth of the Rio Grande and the wonderful Praia do Lago bring us closer to Muxía, where we will arrive at the Barca Sanctuary 
after the ascent to Corpiño Mount. About ten hours of section before ending at Praia do Coido.
- Return from Muxía to the Hotel VIDA Finisterre Centro (29 km) and a little rest. Dinner and accommodation.
Day 8: Stage 7: Muxía – Nemiña (25.3 Km)
- After breakfast we go to Muxía (29 km) to complete the seventh stage of the Camiño dos Faros.
- The coast from Muxía to the Touriñán Lighthouse is a rugged and almost inaccessible coast that the trasnos managed to join 
creating a spectacular route. We are in the hardest part of the trail and we must take it calmly until we reach Praia de Moreira.  
- From there, the section softens to the Touriñán Lighthouse, the westernmost point of peninsular Spain, and the Nemiña Beach, 
the end of this section that leaves no one indifferent.
- Return from Nemiña to the Hotel VIDA Finisterre Centro (25 km) and a little rest. Dinner and accommodation.
Day 9: Stage 8: Nemiña – Faro Fisterra (26.9 Km)
- After breakfast we go to Nemiña (25 km) to complete the last stage of this Camiño dos Faros.
- In this trail of unique natural diversity, this last section could not be missed. From Nemiña to Fisterra a succession of cliffs and 
beaches seem to be emerging with no way to stop them, one after another. In between, stories like the Cason or the visit to the 
unexcavated maritime fortress of Castromiñán. Hard stage but if you have arrived from Malpica, nothing will stop you before 
reaching the Fisterra lighthouse, the perfect culmination of this incredible adventure.
- Return from the Faro de Fisterra to the Hotel VIDA Finisterre Centro (3 km) and a little rest. Dinner and accommodation.
Day 10: Breakfast and departure to the point of origin
 
NOTE: This is our Standard Program of 9 nights for the realization of the 8 stages of O Camiño dos Faros. 
If you do not need accommodation on the first or last day (or both), it is possible to adapt it to your needs.



Hotel VIDA Mar de Laxe ***

• Hotel located in the center of Laxe, in front of its spectacular beach.
• Inaugurated in 2018.
• Rooms with complete bathroom, LCD TV, air conditioning, heating, safe, telephone and free WIFI.

Rúa Rosalía de Castro, 64. Laxe (A Coruña)
Info & Reservations: 0034 881098207 / reservas@vidahoteles.com

To facilitate the organization of your hiking groups, we provide you with a complete program to carry 
out the first 4 stages of this wonderful route, with Laxe as a base of operations. The program is always 
in Half Board (breakfast and dinner with drinks included).

GROUPS CAMIÑO DOS FAROS (stages 1 to 4)



Day 1: Arrival in Laxe. Check-in at the Hotel VIDA Mar de Laxe
- Taking advantage of the fact that we are just 40 meters from the promenade and the beach, free time for people to 
stretch their legs around the town of Laxe and have a drink on one of the terraces looking at the sea.
- Dinner and accommodation.

Day 2: Stage 1: Malpica – Niñóns (21.3 Km)
- After breakfast we go to Malpica (25 km) to carry out the first stage of this adventure.
- O Camiño dos Faros starts in the smallest lighthouse but not less important. The first stage in our route starts in the 
small light at the entrance of the port in Malpica to reach the beach Niñóns after walking 22 kilometers long, with loads 
of slopes. Along the route, there are 6 calm beaches with their bays, the SisargasIslands with their lighthouse, huge cliffs 
and Punta Nariga.
- Return from Niñóns to the Hotel VIDA Mar de Laxe (17 km) and a little rest time.
- Dinner and accommodation.

Day 3: Stage 2: Niñóns – Ponteceso (27.1 Km)
- After breakfast we go to Niñóns (17 km) to carry out the second stage of this adventure.
- The second section takes us through an infinite variety of landscapes from Niñóns to Ponteceso. The first inlets and 
lonely coves lead us to the cliffs of Cabo Roncudo and, from there, to the interior of the Ría de Corme-Laxe, where 
everything changes again. The Monte da Facha and the entire mouth of the Anllóns River with the dunes of A Barra 
complete a journey that will leave you with your mouth open.
- Return from Ponteceso to the Hotel VIDA Mar de Laxe (11 km) and a little rest time.
- Dinner and accommodation.

Day 4: Stage 3: Ponteceso – Laxe (25.3 Km)
- After breakfast we go to Ponteceso (11 km) to carry out the third stage of this adventure.
- The Estuary of Anllons River begins the third stage that will take us into the constructions of our ancestors in 
Borneiro and Dombate, before of Mount Castelo de Lourido, top of this Camiño dos Faros. From there, we will go 
down to the estuary again to visit the spectacular coast of Cabana, full of furnas and charming beaches. From Punta do 
Cabalo we will arrive at Laxe, where we will cross its beach to finish the stage.
- Arrival at the Hotel VIDA Mar de Laxe (in this case no bus is necessary) and a little rest time.
- Dinner and accommodation.

Day 5: Stage 4: Laxe – Arou (18.0 Km)
- After breakfast we begin in Laxe the fourth stage of this adventure that will take us to Arou.
- The fourth is the shortest and easiest section and is the most suitable for starting out in O Camiño dos Faros. After 
walking the Monte da Insua and the Laxe Lighthouse, we went up to the Peñón de Soesto to contemplate its wonderful 
beach. We continue our journey that brings us closer to Praia de Traba, with its lagoon full of natural life. The end 
of the stage runs through a spectacular stretch of rocks to Camelle, where we can visit the Museum of Man, before 
reaching Arou.
- Return from Arou to the Hotel VIDA Mar de Laxe (22 km) and a little rest time.
- Dinner and accommodation.

Day 6: Breakfast and departure to the point of origin
 
NOTE: This is our 5-night Standard Program for the first half of O Camiño dos Faros (Stages 1-4).
If you do not need accommodation on the first or last day (or both), it is possible to adapt it to your needs.
This program is complemented by the Camiño dos Faros 4 last stages program that you can do at the Hotel VIDA 
Finisterre Centro.  



Hotel VIDA Finisterre Centro **

• Hotel located in the center of Fisterra, 100 meters from the fishing port.
• Completely renovated in 2021.
• Rooms with complete bathroom with shower, hairdryer, gel / shampoo dispensers, 43 ‘TV, heating, 

kettle / kettle, safe, fridge and free WIFI.

Rúa Federico Ávila, 14 Fisterra (A Coruña) 
Info & Reservations: 0034 881098207 / reservas@vidahoteles.com

To facilitate the organization of your hiking groups, we provide you with a complete program to carry 
out the last 4 stages of this wonderful route, having Fisterra as a base of operations. The program is 
always in Half Board (breakfast and dinner with drinks included).

GROUPS CAMIÑO DOS FAROS (stages 5 to 8)



Day 1: Arrival in Fisterra. Check-in at the Hotel VIDA Finisterre Centro
- Taking advantage of the fact that we are just 100 meters from the small port, free time for people to stretch their legs 
around the town of Fisterra and have a drink on one of the terraces looking at the sea.
- Dinner and accommodation.

Day 2: Stage 5: Arou – Camariñas (23.8 Km)
- After breakfast we go to Arou (44 km) to carry out the fifth stage of this adventure and the first of our program.
- In this stage we will pass through the heart of O Camiño dos Faros and A Costa da Morte. A steep coast that we will 
cover all over, stopping at each point and contemplating the virginity of its landscapes. The small Porto de Santa Mariña 
gives us access to Praia de Trece and the Cemetery of the English. From there, through a very comfortable section, we 
reach the Vilán Lighthouse, a key point on this road. The end of the stage runs through the entire Arco do Vilán to 
Camariñas.
- Return from Camariñas to the Hotel VIDA Finisterre Centro (46 km) and a little rest.
- Dinner and accommodation.

Day 3: Stage 6: Camariñas – Muxía (32.6 Km)
- After breakfast we head to Camariñas (46 km) to complete the sixth stage of the Camiño dos Faros.
- The sixth section is the longest of this trail but it is also totally flat. We will cross the entire Ría de Camariñas, with 
softer landscapes and beautiful villages that will give us another point of view on the route. In the second part, quiet 
sandy areas of the mouth of the Rio Grande and the wonderful Praia do Lago bring us closer to Muxía, where we will 
arrive at the Barca Sanctuary after the ascent to Corpiño Mount. About ten hours of section before ending at Praia do 
Coido.
- Return from Muxía to the Hotel VIDA Finisterre Centro (29 km) and a little rest.
- Dinner and accommodation.

Day 4: Stage 7: Muxía – Nemiña (25.3 Km)
- After breakfast we go to Muxía (29 km) to complete the seventh stage of the Camiño dos Faros.
- The coast from Muxía to the Touriñán Lighthouse is a rugged and almost inaccessible coast that the trasnos managed 
to join creating a spectacular route. We are in the hardest part of the trail and we must take it calmly until we reach 
Praia de Moreira. From there, the section softens to the Touriñán Lighthouse, the westernmost point of peninsular 
Spain, and the Nemiña Beach, the end of this section that leaves no one indifferent.
- Return from Nemiña to the Hotel VIDA Finisterre Centro (25 km) and a little rest.
- Dinner and accommodation.

Day 5: Stage 8: Nemiña – Faro Fisterra (26.9 Km)
- After breakfast we go to Nemiña (25 km) to complete the last stage of this Camiño dos Faros.
- In this trail of unique natural diversity, this last section could not be missed. From Nemiña to Fisterra a succession of 
cliffs and beaches seem to be emerging with no way to stop them, one after another. In between, stories like the Cason 
or the visit to the unexcavated maritime fortress of Castromiñán. Hard stage but if you have arrived from Malpica, 
nothing will stop you before reaching the Fisterra lighthouse, the perfect culmination of this incredible adventure.
- Return from the Faro de Fisterra to the Hotel VIDA Finisterre Centro (3 km) and a little rest.
- Dinner and accommodation.

Day 6: Breakfast and departure to the point of origin

NOTE: This is our 5-night Standard Program for the second half of O Camiño dos Faros (Stages 5-8).
If you do not need accommodation on the first or last day (or both), it is possible to adapt it to your needs.
This program is complemented by the Camiño dos Faros 4 first stages program that you can do at the Hotel VIDA 
Finisterre Centro.


